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MEMORANDUM  

 

DATE:  February 25, 2014 
 
TO:  Council 
 
FROM:  Sally T. Hillsman, Executive Officer 
  Karen Gray Edwards, Director of Publications 
  Michael Murphy, Director of Governance and ASA Archivist 
 
RE:  DISPOSITION OF ASA EDITORIAL OFFICE FILES FROM 1991-2009  
 
 
BACKGROUND: What precipitated ASA’s concern with the 588 boxes of editorial office files  
from 1991-2009? 
 
In 1997 the Association established the ASA Archive at Penn State with the assistance of Professor Alan 
Sica. It houses all the historically relevant documents of the Association that can be made open to the 
public since its creation in 1905, and it is added to regularly by the Executive Office.  All Association 
records are available for public and scholarly use, and the ASA Archive is regularly accessed. 

Late in 2011, the Special Collections Librarian at Penn State University (PSU), which houses the ASA 
Archive pursuant to a 1997 agreement with ASA, informed the Association that he intended to destroy 
588 bankers boxes of ASA editorial office paper files that were stored at PSU (but not in the ASA Archive 
itself) if ASA did not remove them. These boxes were sent to PSU during 1991 to 2009 by some ASA 
editors, but not archived for public access or research use at the library because ASA and PSU had 
agreed they contained documents of a “confidential” nature. Instead, they were stored in a non-
accessible but climate controlled and protected warehouse managed by the PUS library system.   

The PSU librarian had concluded that ASA would never be able to move the documents into the open 
ASA Archive in the PSU library because the confidential nature of many documents in the 588 boxes 
meant they could never be used for research purposes. Because the PSU library was focused on 
archiving document for research, he determined these boxes were not of archival value to PSU.  The 
timing of the librarian’s decision to ask to have the ASA boxes removed or destroyed was certainly made 
because the library’s climate-controlled storage space for non-archived materials was filling, new space 
was limited, and undoubtedly the librarians were seeking stored materials that could be removed; the 
ASA 588 boxes filled a huge amount of the library storage space and were, therefore, problematic. 1 

ASA staff has also examined these boxes and knows generally what is in them, but the contents have not 
been subject to a thorough document-by-document examination or curating (i.e., selecting and sorting 
for permanent retention). The boxes primarily contain copies of rejected manuscripts submitted to the 
journals and copies of peer reviews and review-related correspondents. There are also ASA published 
manuscripts and their reviews and other various documents. As discussed in detail below, ASA’s 

                                                           
1
 This is not hyperbole. The 588 boxes contain between 10 and 15 tons of paper; it required a tractor trailer to haul them 

from PSU to the ASA storage site in metro DC and a full day to unload them.  
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intellectual property lawyer (and those at PSU) indicated that the unpublished manuscripts ASA rejected 
for publication are the intellectual property of the authors or their heirs and not the property of ASA and 
that ASA has no legal authority share them with researchers or anyone else unless the authors give their 
consent. The peer reviews are explicitly confidential under the ASA Committee on Publications written 
guidelines for ASA editorial offices as well as under the ASA Code of Ethics. Since contacting the authors 
and peer reviewers to gain consent is problematic and likely to be costly and time-consuming, the ASA 
has been advised to maintain the documents in secure custody and not make them available for 
research use.2 

The ASA Publications Committee, Executive Office and Budget Committee, and Council has had 
discussions about what to do with these 588 boxes which ASA had to remove from Penn State 
immediately or let the library destroy them. There were mixed views by various members of all three 
elected bodies, the ASA editors, and the leadership of the Section on the History of Sociology about the 
long-term value of these documents, as well as about the substantial costs involved in either 
temporarily or permanently retaining the 588 boxes of documents or digitizing them for retention. In 
August 2012, Council made the decision to move the boxes from Penn State to a climate-controlled 
storage facility in metro-DC where they could remain temporarily until a permanent decision was made 
about their future. 

In January 2013, the ASA Council passed the following motion:  

To (1) preserve all electronic and paper records for one year, pending deliberations on archival 
issues; (2) make no commitment to fund preservation of records past one year; and (3) invite 
those interested in long-term preservation to produce feasibility and funding plans to guarantee 
preservation for consideration at the winter meeting of the 20130-2014 Council. Carried (no 
opposed, no abstentions)3 

No plans as yet have been forthcoming. 

ARCHIVAL CONTEXT: What editorial records from its journals does ASA have--past, present and 
future? 

Some of the discussion and debate about these files makes the assumption that ASA already has a 
collection of editorial office records reflecting the editorial activity of ASA journal publishing program 
since the 1930s. This is not, however, true. In the sections that follow we document what ASA has and 
what it does not have. In brief, ASA has no records of editorial office activity before 1991; a large but 
unsystematic collection of some editorial office records from 1991 to 2010; and the beginnings of a 
complete, digitized archive since 2010. 

                                                           
2
 Alan Sica did a sample of authors and peer reviewers for the Association from digitized administrative records. There was a 

low response rate but a high rate of agreement for ASA to use the respondents’ records; taking response rate and permissions 
into combined account, however, in the end ASA can retain only a little over a third of the sample’s confidential documents. 
See Appendix B. 

3
 See Appendix C for a history of all Council, Committee on the Executive Office and Budget, and Committee on Publications 

MOTIONS regarding these 588 boxes. 
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Editorial Office Paper Records Prior to 1991.  There are none.4 

From the beginning of ASA’s journal publishing program in the 1930s, it was ASA policy to destroy all 
editorial office records. Each ASA editor destroyed all documents in the editorial office at the end of 
his/her term as editor unless there were documents about manuscripts still under review or containing 
other information the outgoing editor thought the incoming editor should have. Consequently, there are 
virtually no records on editorial activities of the ASA Editorial Offices prior to 1991, and none that 
contain confidential information (i.e., unpublished manuscripts or peer reviews). 

Editorial Office Paper Records from 1991-2009.   They are incomplete. 

When the ASA Archive at PSU was begun in 1997, the Executive Officer decided to have the ASA Editors 
begin sending their paper office files to the Penn State Library for storage but without permitting access 
to them. There apparently was no guidance provided as to what documents should be retained and 
sent. Some editors sent materials; some did not send anything but continued the traditional policy.  

PSU stored whatever arrived from ASA’s editorial offices in the library’s climate-controlled off-site 
location and did not make them publically available because ASA and PSU had agreed the files contained 
confidential information. The Executive Officer at the time assumed that at some point in the future the 
legal/ethical issues involved in the potential use of these records for scholarly research would be 
addressed. The ASA archival agreement with the PSU specified that “archived material deemed by the 
Donor [ASA] to be confidential will be restricted by the Donor [ASA] until a date certain….” (emphasis 
added) ASA never provided “a date certain” because it never addressed the confidentiality issues. The 
PSU Librarian, therefore, sought to remove them from storage in 2011 without ASA resolving any of the 
outstanding issues about the status of the records or their use. 

As editors during the 1990s completed their terms, some did not ship records to Penn State for storage; 
some shipped boxes of records—some sorted, many not; some shipments were potentially complete 
records, others are obviously not. Consequently some ASA journals have records preserved from that 
era; some not. There is no documentary record base we can use to ever determine how complete any of 
the journal editorial records are from the 1991-2009 period. However, based on staff overview of the 
files and especially the number of boxes for each ASA journal, it is certain that they are not complete for 
all journals, issues or volume years.  

General content   

 submitted manuscripts that were rejected for publication;  

 submitted manuscripts that were published, including multiple versions; 

 peer reviews and related correspondence about acceptance, rejection, revisions; and 

  miscellaneous correspondence, copies of forms and other non-confidential administrative 
material. 
Scope of the content  

 About 300 are American Sociological Review boxes; 

 About 100+ each for the Journal of Health and Social Behavior and Teaching Sociology; 

 None for Sociological Methodology, Sociological Theory or Contexts. 

                                                           
4
 There are a few boxes of editorial office records prior to 1991 in the open ASA Archive but none have confidential or sensitive 

records. There are a few SPQ boxes from 1984-1990 that contain no sensitive or confidential material as well as some boxes of 
non-sensitive material from JHSP, SPQ, CS, SOE, and TS from 1976-1979 and 1982-1983 in the open collection. 
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Editorial office files since 2010.  They are digitized and complete, except as noted below.  
 
ASA-owned journals began their transition to publication by SAGE Publishers in 2010. All record keeping 
transitioned to SAGEtrack, SAGE’s web-based manuscript submission and tracking system. It is only 
since an ASA journal transitioned to SAGETrack that ASA has complete digital data on all submissions 
and peer reviews including copies of all manuscripts and correspondence.  However, we do not have 
permission from any of the authors or reviewers to share their materials. 
 
Starting in 2010, ASA first moved its self-published journals to SAGE, then Sociological Theory and 
Sociological Methodology (previously published by Wiley Blackwell), and then Contexts (previously 
published by University of California Press). Thus each journal made the move to SAGEtrack at 
somewhat different times shortly after 2010. Until the transfer was complete, we were not able to 
digitally capture all manuscripts and peer-reviews although we have most of the “administrative data” 
for most of the journals during the transition period and back into the late 1980s. For example, during 
the transition period and back to the late 1980s, we have digital records on the names of submitters, 
paper title, reviewers, decisions, etc. (i.e., the “administrative” data). We do not, however, have any 
digitized copies of actual manuscripts or peer reviews prior to SAGETrack.5  
 
CURRENT COUNCIL DECISION:  Destroy the 588 stored paper files from 1991-2009? Or, if retained, 
what to do with them and at what cost? 

ASA staff has been in consultation with the ASA Publications Committee and the current ASA editors 
about this matter since we received the deaccession notification. We also brought it to the attention of 
the Committee on the Executive Office and Budget (EOB) and Council in early 2012, and asked for input 
from the leadership of the ASA Section on the History of Sociology. 

The three elected bodies have made a series of decisions about what do with these 588 boxes since the 
matter was raise in 2012.6 Both bodies, as well as the Committee on the Executive Office and Budget 
(EOB), have voted to destroy the boxes. Council must make the final decision. 

Before addressing other elements of the decision, it is important to start with the materials which 
everyone has described from the very beginning of ASA’s publishing program as “confidential” either 
from a legal or an ethical perspective. 

What is the legal and ethical status of the unpublished manuscripts and the peer reviews? 

Both the ASA and PSU archivists and administrators agreed that, under the organizations’ agreement to 
create the ASA Archive, these Editorial Office boxes would be stored rather than made available 
immediately because much of their content (i.e.,  the manuscripts submitted but not published by ASA 
and the peer reviews) was ”confidential”. 

                                                           
5 ASA had an electronic system for keeping editorial office records before the move to SAGETrack. So we have some systematic 

digital data for the 1991 to 2009 period as well as for the most of the journals during the transition period to SAGETrack. See 
Appendix A. 

 
6
 See Appendix C for the full history of the decisions and motions. 
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When PSU insisted the ASA remove the boxes from their protected storage facility or PSU would destroy 
them, the ASA Executive Officer and Director of Publications sought clarification on the legal and ethical 
status of these records. They consulted with ASA’s attorney who handles all the Association’s 
intellectual property, copyright and publication legal matters.  Gail Ross is a prominent DC attorney who 
has specialized in intellectual property rights, copyright law, non-profit publishing and literary issues for 
many years. She has advised ASA on intellectual property, copyright and other matters regarding our 
journal publishing program for more than a decade. She is a partner in the law firm of Trister, Ross, 
Schadler & Gold that specializes in non-profit corporate law and has represented ASA for more than two 
decades on all legal matters. 

 Ms. Ross reviewed the status of the documents held by ASA that are the most problematic by reviewing 
the ASA Publications Committee’s written policies for ASA editorial offices, the ASA Code of Ethics,and  
US copyright law.  Ms. Ross’ analysis is summarized below.  

Unpublished manuscripts.  It is Ross’ legal judgment that, from the perspective of both copyright law 
and the ASA Code of Ethics, ASA cannot use the content of submitted but unpublished manuscripts for 
any purpose without the explicit permission of their authors. This is because the manuscripts are the 
intellectual property of the author and his or her heirs if the author is deceased. Merely by accepting a 
manuscript for review, ASA has not been given the right by the author to retain manuscripts (and 
certainly not to use them) if we have not decided to publish them and gotten a transfer of copyright. 
She indicates that to do so would violate ASA’s implied contractual obligations with the authors as well 
as US copyright law.7  If ASA does retain the unpublished manuscripts, Ms. Ross views ASA as obligated 
to keep the unpublished manuscripts confidential and to allow no one to use their content for any 
purpose whether the persons are ASA staff, contractors, or outside scholars no matter how long we hold 
these manuscripts into the future.8 

Peer review documents and correspondence. Similarly, Ms. Ross’ legal judgment is that both the ASA 
Publications Manual and the ASA Code of Ethics require that ASA keep the double-blind review process 
confidential including the identity of reviewers and the substance of all peer reviews and 
correspondence. To do otherwise would violate ASA’s contractual and implied contractual obligations 
with authors, editors and reviewers. ASA’s own documents provide a promise of confidentiality in the 
context of a double-blind peer review process and ASA’s Code of Ethics makes that promise an ethical 
obligation. 

While statistical data may be compiled by the Association from these documents, the identified data 
themselves and the content must be kept confidential. No one may use the content for any other 
purpose whether they are ASA staff, contractors, or outside scholars—regardless of how long we hold 

                                                           
7
 In addition to their legal ownership of their manuscript, authors have many reasons for wanting their unpublished 

manuscripts confidential. They may have published a revised version in another journal that now holds the copyright. If they 

have not published it, they may be concerned that others will take their ideas (even years later) or they may no longer adhere 

to the analyses in the paper. In deciding to submit their manuscripts to a journal that has a double-blind review process, they 

also may simply not want anyone except the editor to know they had been rejected . 

8
 Ms. Ross indicates that manuscripts published by the ASA, including early drafts, can be retained and used by the ASA in any 

manner it determines appropriate because ASA holds the copyright. 
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these documents (50, 100+ years)—unless we had a preexisting rule allowing that purpose about which 
authors and reviewers had been informed.  We do not. Ms. Ross views retention for administrative 
purposes for  5-7 years as a “reasonable” time period for ASA to defend any legal claim that might arise, 
after which ASA would have to balance storage cost with the value of having ongoing access for either 
legal or statistical purposes. 

 Based on the legal opinion of our expert lawyer, it appears that ASA cannot give custody of these 
editorial office documents to anyone—not a library or archive, university or private citizen—if the non-
ASA custodian is not contractually bound by ASA to hold the records confidential unless ASA has ensured 
that the individual authors and peer-reviewers have given permission for their documents’ retention 
and future use. ASA also cannot itself give access to these documents for research purposes without 
obtaining permission from each author and reviewer.  ASA can change this for future authors and future 
peer reviewers if it changes its organizational policies and operating procedures to ask for permission up 
front.  

There have been various assertions that Ms. Ross’ legal opinion is either incorrect or could be countered 
by seeking the opinions of other lawyers. She is, however, not alone in her judgment. We have 
conferred with other scholarly societies that are part of the American Council of Learned Societies 
(ACLS) of which ASA is an active member. All of these societies own and publish peer-reviewed journals. 
Of those with whom we have spoken, most indicate that their lawyers are giving them opinions 
consistent with those of Ms. Ross and that they are in the same difficult position as ASA with regard to 
stored and future journal manuscripts and peer reviews.  However, there has been as yet no progress on 
developing a collective conversation about appropriate policies and procedures in this area of 
publishing. (Most scholarly societies do not have the number of journals the ASA has or the volume of 
records so the pressure on them is less to deal with these matters.) 

It is also not clear how much relevance such a collective conversation would have to ASA’s current 
situation. We don’t know whether any or all of these other societies have the same constraints as ASA 
has based on our own written policies and procedures and our code of ethics to which every member 
must adhere.  The Linguistic Society of America, for example, makes it clear up front that all documents 
coming to the LSA are the association’s to use as it sees fit. This covers their journal submissions and 
peer reviews as well as other association documents and communications. We do not know what the 
written administrative parameters are for other associations; consequently, it is difficult to know 
whether what they are doing reflects ASA’s own situation.  We do know from Ms. Ross, however, that 
because of the ASA Publications Committee written policies, the ASA Code of Ethics that binds all our 
members and staff, and our historical silence about the status of submitted manuscripts, we are legally 
and ethically vulnerable. 

 
COUNCIL OPTIONS:  What are possible next steps and their costs? 
 

(1) Secure destruction of the records (One time cost: $ 5,000-$8,000) 
(2) Maintain the records in current storage  (Monthly $440; Annual: $5280) 
(3) Reduce long-term storage costs to Zero by digitizing the full content 580 boxes (~$111,000-

$120,000) 
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Option (1) is the cost of secure shredding if ASA decides to destroy the boxes.  
 
Option (2) is potentially costly with little value available from the documents. Until there is resolution 
about the status of their accessibility for sociological or historical research, maintaining 588 boxes 
temporarily,  say for five years, and assuming no price increase would be $26,400.  As important, the 
current storage option for these boxes is climate controlled but it is not a long-term solution; the location 
is not library/archival quality, and the boxes and documents will deteriorate and possibly be subject to 
infestation.  
 
Furthermore, if ASA decided to keep the current boxes permanently, say for 80 years starting from 2009 
under the assumption that by then we might then be able to something with them, @ $5280/year this 
would be $422,300 assuming no price increase. But as indicated above, we cannot retain them in 
storage at this low cost for that long; they will progressively deteriorate. No university library is likely to 
want 5-10 tons of paper that is not curated and not open for research and may never be. 

 
Option (3) is the best choice for long-run preservation of the 588 boxes. It reduces long-term storage 
costs to Zero and provides permanent digital documents in PDF format that are fully searchable. None of 
the two options below, however, deal with the issue of access to the files that are confidential. They 
only deal with preserving the records in a manner that will not cost ASA anything to store indefinitely. 
 

Option (3A). If Council decides to retain all the information in the 588 boxes without any labor 
cost to curate the boxes (i.e., sort and select for preservation), the cost is approximately $115,000 (plus 
shredding) to digitize the full content of the 588 boxes. (Recall as noted in footnote 1, we would be 
scanning between 10 and 15 tons of paper.) This is the initial estimate from the professional scanning 
company that has visited the storage site to review the boxes. ASA has used this vendor in the past for 
the preservation of ASA documents for the ASA Archive at PSU and other archival projects that require 
scanning with Optical Scanning Recognition (OCR). That means the final digital documents are in quality 
PDF format and are fully searchable. 9  Shredding would be an additional cost ($5,000-$8,000). 

 
Option 3(B). If ASA wishes to scan the boxes after minimal sorting and selecting which, for the 

reasons discussed below, we do not recommended, the scanning costs decline, but there are significant 
labor costs and logistical problems to carry out the upfront work. Recall again, we are talking about 10-
15 tons of documents. At the lowest-cost estimate, the cost of curating and scanning is roughly the same 
at the estimate as scanning the entire content (~ $115,000 + shredding); but it could be more depending 
on how much is eliminated by the curating and how and where and at what cost ASA did the curating. 
Undertaking even minimal curating would be a major project for the Association and the Executive 
Office would need to consider various approaches to accomplishing it. Simply managing the volume and 
weight of the documents is a challenge as is deciding where to do the work (the ASA office is not a 
possibility) and whom to hire, train and supervise to do it.  We do not advise this; it is complex and 
potentially very costly. 10 

                                                           
9
 The cost of scanning documents is based on both the types of documents and the quality of the scanning.  Documents can be 

two-sided, paper of various thicknesses, paper that is crumpled or flat, and the extent to which there are many or few staples 
to remove. These 588 boxes contain papers that reflect many of these scanning difficulties. 

10 The Executive Office, Presidents and Secretary have discussed using work-study students as low cost help should such a 

massive undertaking be contemplated. The unanimous conclusion that it is unworkable from a logistical, management and, very 
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Use of the Records over the Long Run if they are Retained 
 
If the Association retains these files in digital format for the long-term, there are at least two options for 
potentially providing scholars access to them: 

1. Store the digital files (at no storage cost) and let future Association leaders decide if the 
confidential files can be used for research and under what conditions of confidentiality. 
 

2. Under take a lengthy and undoubtedly expensive process to make the confidential records 
available to scholars by contacting as many authors of unpublished papers and peer reviewers 
as can be found and secure their permission (or rejection).  Professor Alan Sica undertook an 
exploratory study of a sample of this population on behalf of the Association to see if authors 
and peer reviewers from 1991-2009 retained records could be located and their permission 
secured. His findings, in brief from Appendix B, Table 3, are as follows. There were 887 in the 
random sample, 362 responded (41%). Of the 103 authors who responded, 90 gave consent 
(87%); of the 259 of the reviewers who responded, 230 gave consent (87%). Overall, therefore, 
of the 362 who responded, 320 (88%) gave permission. But of the total 887 people sampled, as 
a result of the combined response rate and the rejections, ASA could retain only about 36% of 
their records.   
 

A Final Observation 
 
Retention of Future Digit Records: Discussed next in the March 1-2, 2014, Council agenda is a plan to 
survey current ASA members about whether they would agree to let ASA retain their submitted papers 
for future research purposes if they submitted a paper to an ASA journal in the future; and, if they were 
a future peer reviewer, whether would they permit ASA make the review available for future scholarly 
research.  Professor Sica’s data give us some hope that, if we surveyed them, many members would 
support the Publications Committee undertaking an experimental period in which all future authors and 
reviewers would be asked to provide consent (or waive it) at submission of a paper or agreement to 
review.  The Publications Committee is concerned, however, about whether such an upfront 
retention/use request, if made ASA policy for the future, would reduce submissions to the journals 
and/or the number of scholars agreeing to do peer reviews. 
 
Retention of Old Paper Records.  Professor Sica’s data give us less hope that an undoubtedly protracted 
and expensive project to secure the consent of the authors and reviewers in the 588 boxes would be 
successful if we expect to be able to retain for use more than a third of the records. Even this would 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
likely,  a cost perspective. There is no clear option for a location to do the sorting and scanning; it cannot be done in the storage 
facility or at ASA. No university has the space for the boxes, destruction of waste paper or the scanning capacity for this volume 
and places like Staples will cost more. Very tight and experience supervision would also be needed to avoid expensive delays.  

 ASA Archivist’s estimate is that a minimum of 2-hours per box is needed to review the contents, decide what to keep, 
cull the rest, prepare an inventory of the contents and assign a number to each folder and its box. We would need to add 
another half hour per box to enter the box and folder numbers and the metadata into a spreadsheet/database, for a total of 2.5 
hours per box. Using short-term full-time temp workers hired by the ASA at $20/hour for 2.5 hours, preparing a box for 
scanning is about $50/box, or $29,400 for the 588 boxes. If this process reduces the content of the 588 boxes down to 400 
boxes, the scanning costs would decrease to $75,600; and if the content goes down to 300 boxes, scanning would be $56,700.  
Taking the cheapest estimate [$29,000 (curating labor) and 300 final boxes], the total would be $114,700. 
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require considerable cost and effort. While a very high proportion of those who replied to his request 
agreed to ASA’s retention and use of their confidential documents, the response rate was low and it 
would be costly to increase; moreover, the more time passes, the harder it will be to locate and get 
replies from authors and reviewers from the earlier years of the 1991 to 2010 period. 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX A 
 

ASA ELECTRONIC EDITORIAL OFFICE FILES 
 

ASA had an electronic system for keeping editorial office administrative or transactional records before 
the move to SAGETrack. So we have some systematic digital data for the 1991 to 2009 period as well as 
for the most of the journals during the transition period to SAGETrack.  
 
ASA had a custom electronic tracking system for most of its journal editorial offices between the late 
1980s and the move of our journals to SAGE and SAGETrack. ASA’s early “Tracker” system from the late 
1980s was rebuilt in 2001-2002 as an online system (“Journal Builder” or JB) and earlier Tracker files 
were imported into it. All Tracker/JB system electronic data are archived and available to ASA staff.  
Because neither Tracker nor JB were actual manuscript submission systems, there are no manuscripts or 
actual reviews in them. However, the administrative data on manuscripts received and the review 
process in these electronic systems are substantial (see below). They are also likely to be complete for 
ASR and probably JHSB as well as retrievable. Data for the other ASA journals are likely to be more 
incomplete (e.g., not all editors used the tracking system, so there may be gaps in the downloaded 
data). Tracker/JB data are from the following periods: 

 ASR from 1985 to 2012 

 JHSB from 1989 to 2010  

 SPQ from 1991-2007 only 

 SOE from 1999 to 2010 

 ST from 2005 to 2012 

 TS from 1988-2010 
 

The ASA journals transitioned to SAGEtrack, Sage Publishers’ web-based manuscript submission and 
tracking system, after ASA moved our self-published journals, ST and SM, and then Contexts to SAGE. 
While all the ASA journals now published by SAGE use SAGEtrack, they made the move from JB to 
SAGEtrack at different times after 2010.  
 
Tracker/JB content. This electronic system contains important information as does SAGEtrack. For each 
manuscript received by an editorial office, Tracker/JB contains the following information:  

Mss number (including whether it is a revision for accepted mss), title, date received, name of 
each reviewer who did a review, date each request sent and date review returned, reviewer 
recommendation, editorial decision and date of decision.  No manuscripts or actual reviews. 
 

SAGEtrack.  This web-based editorial office system manuscript submission and tracking is a slightly 
customized, branded version of ScholarOne that is licensed by SAGE. ScholarOne is also used by many 
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other publishers including all those ASA considered during our competitive search for a journal 
publishing partner. It is more comprehensive than Tracker/JB because it contains manuscripts and peer 
reviews.  

SAGEtrack content.  The system contains the following information on each manuscript received by the 
editorial office: 

Mss number, title, key words, authors, date received, name of each reviewer contacted to do a 
review, date of request and response, date review received, reviewer recommendation, 
editorial decision, date of decision. In addition, it includes (for a limited time) the manuscripts 
themselves and revised manuscripts as well as full reviewer correspondence and peer reviews.  

What happens to the SAGEtrack data? All manuscript data recorded in SAGEtrack are retained on the 
SAGE site and in ScholarOne’s back-up systems indefinitely. ScholarOne typically deletes actual 
manuscripts after approximately three years for accepted manuscripts and 3½ years for manuscripts 
rejected or asked for revisions. Once deleted, the manuscripts are not accessible except at a substantial 
cost.  

Therefore, ASA arranged with SAGE for copies of SAGEtrack manuscripts and data to be transferred ASA 
annually for our electronic preservation. We have all that data retained and protected. 
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APPENDIX B 

ASA Archive Survey: Results and Methodology 

January 29, 2014 

 Amanda Maull, with staff of Contemporary Sociology, 

Supervised by Alan Sica 

 Pennsylvania State University 

 

Introduction 

This report outlines the results and methodology used to conduct the ASA Archive Survey, an email-

based survey of individuals whose materials may be contained in 580 archival boxes of material that the 

ASA is currently storing. This material relates to a number of its journals (including submitted 

manuscripts, editors’ letters, and reviewers' comments) from roughly 1991 through 2010.  Members of the 

History of Sociology section of the ASA and other disciplinary historians believe that these documents 

are valuable for future search on sociology’s development in the late 20
th
 century, just prior to the 

complete computerization of journal records. However, others in the ASA leadership do not share the 

perspective that these files are of research value. The purpose of this survey is to assist the ASA in 

making a decision about whether or not to retain these files. 

 

Sampling Methodology 

We received an electronic file from ASA containing basic information (e.g., title, authors, reviewers, 

review decision) for manuscripts submitted to the following journals between 1991 and 2010: American 

Sociological Review, Contexts, Journal of Health and Social Behavior, Sociology of Education, Social 

Psychology Quarterly, Sociological Theory, and Teaching Sociology. Only manuscripts that had not been 

accepted for review were included. This provided a sampling pool of 9,703 manuscripts; of these, 339 

manuscripts were selected for inclusion in the survey using a random number generator.  Multiple authors 

and reviewers pertained to each manuscript. Individual names were also repeated in both the reviewer and 

author categories across manuscripts. After removing duplicates, the final sample consisted of 336 

authors and 551 reviewers for a total of 888 potential respondents. 

Data Collection 

Between July 15 and December 6, 2013, authors and reviewers were sent an email message with an 

introductory letter signed by Sally Hillsman. The staff of Contemporary Sociology used the worldwide 

web to locate the email addresses for respondents. This letter explained the purpose of the survey, 

provided information about the manuscript, and asked whether the author/reviewer would give the ASA 

permission to retain their archival material for research purposes. Up to three follow-up reminders were 

sent to individuals who did not respond to the initial email. 

Results  

Table One presents the responses of authors and reviewers. The overwhelming majority of authors 

(87.38%) and reviewers (88.8%) did not object to the ASA retaining their archived materials for future 

scholarly research.  
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Table 1. Decision Regarding Retention of Paper/Review for Scholarly Research 
 

Decision Author Reviewer  Total 
 
Author/Reviewer Agreed 90 87.38% 230 88.80% 320 88.40% 
 
Author/Reviewer Did Not Agree 13 12.62% 29 11.20% 42 11.60% 
 
Total  103 100% 259 100% 362 100% 

 

Table Two presents the suggested period of embargo provided by respondents. Many respondents did not 

answer this question. 33 authors and 88 respondents did recommend an embargo period.  Of the 33 

authors who answered this question, almost half favored no embargo period. While there was greater 

variation in the embargo period suggested by reviewers, 56.82% recommended either 10 years or less.   

Table 2. Recommended Embargo Period 

 Years Author Reviewer 
 

None 16 48.48% 14 15.91% 

5 years 5 15.15% 14 15.91% 

10 years 4 12.12% 22 25.00% 

15 years 2 6.06% 7 7.95% 

20 years 3 9.09% 15 17.05% 

30 years 2 6.06% 13 14.77% 

40 years 

 

0.00% 2 2.27% 

50 years 1 3.03% 1 1.14% 

 
Total 33 100.00% 88 100.00% 
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Table Three provides the response rate. The overall response rate of 41.85% is respectable for an emailed 

survey. The response rate for authors (31.31%) is slightly less than that for reviewers (48.32%). This rate 

was calculated as follows: 

Response Rate =                        Agreed + Disagreed  

                                                   Total N – Deceased 

 

 

 

Table 3. Response Rate 
 

  Author Reviewer Total 
Agreed 90 26.71% 230 41.74% 320 36.04% 

Did Not Agree 13 3.86% 29 5.26% 42 4.73% 

Missing Email 60 17.86% 49 8.89% 109 12.27% 

Deceased 7 2.08% 15 2.72% 22 2.48% 

No Response 166 49.40% 228 41.38% 394 44.42% 

Total  336 100.00% 551 100.00% 887 100.00% 

  

     

  

Response Rate   31.31%   48.32%   41.85% 
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Appendix C 

Council Resolutions and Decisions by the Committee on Publications Regarding the 588 

Editorial Office Boxes from 1991-2009 

 

July 2012, ASA COMMITTEE ON THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE AND BUDGET voted against retaining the 588 
boxes. 
 
August 2012, ASA COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS voted against retaining the 588 boxes long-term or 
to ever making them available for research. 
 
August 2012, ASA COUNCIL passed the following:  
 

MOTION: To move the 588 boxes from Penn State to a secure storage environment and hold 
them there for a year while policy decisions are made about how to deal with permissions and 
archiving for the future. When a policy is in place, materials in the boxes will be handled in 
accordance with the policy. Carried (12 yes, 6 no, 2 abstentions). 
http://www.asanet.org/documents/asa/pdfs/council_minutes_aug_21_2012.pdf (see page 7 to 
read the discussion). 

 

December 2013, ASA COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS reaffirmed its August 2012 voted against retaining 
the 580 boxes long-term or ever making them available for research. 
 
The Publications Committee also voted that the retention period for all Editorial Offices files should be 
10 years but retention was only for administrative purposes (i.e., for checking previous decisions and 
reviews should questions be raised about a decision or legal action taken). All files should be destroyed 
after expiration of the 10 year administrative period. The Publications Committee included the 588 
boxes stored by the ASA in this policy; stored content of the boxes should be progressively destroyed as 
its contents reached the ten-year mark.  
 
January 2013, ASA COMMITTEE ON THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE AND BUDGET reaffirmed its decision 

against retaining the 588 boxes. 

January 2013, ASA COUNCIL passed the following:  

MOTION: To (1) preserve all electronic and paper records for one year, pending deliberations on 

archival issues; (2) make no commitment to fund preservation of records past one year; and (3) 

invite those interested in long-term preservation to produce feasibility and funding plans to 

guarantee preservation for consideration at the winter meeting of the 20130-2014 Council. 

Carried (no opposed, no abstentions) 

http://www.asanet.org/documents/asa/pdfs/january_2013_council_minutes.pdf (see page 7 to 

read the discussion). 

Council also voted on the ten-year administrative retention period recommended by the 
Publications Committee with which Council had concerns.  

 

http://www.asanet.org/documents/asa/pdfs/council_minutes_aug_21_2012.pdf
http://www.asanet.org/documents/asa/pdfs/january_2013_council_minutes.pdf
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MOTION: To table the recommendations from the Committee on Publications. Carried (no 
opposed). 
 

August 2013. ASA COUNCIL.  No Council action was required until Council’s Winter 2014 meeting given 

the year waiting period provided by Council’s January 2013 resolution.  

 


